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 box asdf. top Also, from this url, you can download a pdf of the entire post. A: In case, you don't want to use any of the options
(links provided above) to download the post from Stack Overflow. Here is the simple way to achieve this. Go to From the

revision list, copy the URL to the browser of your system. To download a PDF of the entire post, visit They just give you links
to the PDF versions of the questions. Just select the questions you want and you'll get the link to the pdf. Q: using Regex.Match
with multiple capture groups I have the following line in a string "XXX".join(["XXXXX", "XXXXXX", "YYYYY"]).substr(1,

5) when I try to create a regex for this i have to account for two characters that will change in the middle of the string in order to
get the first and last part, so i try to create the following \((.*?)\) I also need to account for the single quotes (') so I use '.{1} but

the problem is that after i get the match the extra characters (XXX, XXXX, XXXX) gets stripped so if I am searching for
"XXXXXXX" the regular expression will only match the XXXX so my question is how do I create the regex that will account

for the extra characters that will change in the middle of the string without getting stripped? One simple way is to use the
method MATCH. (?It is that time of year again, as we all begin to realize how close we are to finals and the end of the semester.

As always, we have teams and players that are always the absolute best. The Baylor Hockey team has always had some of the
most 82157476af
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